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Abstract
Attention Restoration Theory (ART) predicts that top-down processing during everyday
activities can cause attentional fatigue and that bottom-up processing that occurs when
people experience nature will be restorative (Kaplan, 1995). The present study examined
this prediction by exposing participants to three different conditions using a repeated
measures design: a control condition during which participants walked on a typical
treadmill, a nature/restorative condition during which participants walked on the same
treadmill, experiencing a simulated nature walk, and a perturbation condition that
included the same simulated nature scene but also required top-down processing during
the walk. The findings supported ART predictions. As measured by the backwards digit
span test, the nature condition produced a significant improvement in directed attention
performance compared to the control and perturbation conditions that did not. Natural or
simulated natural environments could be implemented throughout University campuses
to support a more effective learning environment for students.
Keywords: Attention Restoration Theory, Directed Attention, Nature, Top-down
Processing, Bottom-up Processing, Attentional Demands, Directed Attention
Fatigue, Restore, Physical Activity, Mental Concentration
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Introduction
University students are often required to focus their attention throughout a typical school
day. The ability of an individual to focus one’s attention toward a specific task is known
as directed attention. Directed attention is voluntary, requiring the individual to focus on
a specific task while suppressing distractions that may be more interesting to the
individual (Kaplan, 1995; Kaplan & Berman, 2010). Because directed attention requires
effort, directed attention fatigue may occur (Kaplan, 1985; 1989). Directed attention
fatigue can have serious negative consequences such as poorer decision-making and
lower levels of self-control (Fan & Jin 2013; Hare, Camerer & Rangel, 2009; Vohs,
Baumeister, Schmeichel, Twenge, Nelson & Tice, 2008). Fatigue is not conducive to an
effective learning environment, therefore it is important to understand how to restore
directed attention.
Attention Restoration Theory (ART) proposes that natural environments are generally
restorative to directed attention because they require a different type of attentional
processing compared to the typical, attentionally demanding environments most
individuals must participate in daily. Berman, Jonides and Kaplan (2008) described that
over half of the world’s population live in an urban environment and from a
psychological perspective, urban environments impose high demands on cognitive
functions. Urban environments require the individual to process information in a topdown manner, generally derived from focused task demands and capture attention
dramatically, requiring the use of directed attention (Kaplan, 1995). On the other hand,
natural environments can simply require bottom-up processing, modestly grabbing an
individual’s attention without effort, allowing directed attention time to rest and restore
(Kaplan, 1995; Muschman & Miller, 2007). The importance of measuring directed
attention in ART research stems from the desire to understand how to restore directed
attention when it has become fatigued.
ART studies are generally focused on measuring an environment’s capacity to restore
directed attention. A typical ART study exposes participants to different environmental
conditions with different predicted levels of “restorativeness” for directed attention.
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Exposure durations have varied across studies ranging from as little as seven minutes and
up to three months. In addition, several different measures (DSB; DSF; Proofreading;
SMT; SART; SDMT; SST; TMTA; TMTB; NCT) have been used to measure an
environment’s restorative effects (Appendix I). The present study compared three
different environmental conditions with a short, ten-minute exposure time. The
backwards digit span test (DSB) and the Necker cube test (NCT) were used to measure
directed attention performance.
Various natural environments have been studied in the ART literature, including: parks
(Berman et al., 2008; Berman, Kross, Krpan, Askren, Burson, Deldin, Kaplan, Sherdell,
Gotlib, & Jonides, 2012; Bodin & Hartig, 2003; Hartig, Mang & Evans, 1991; Johansson,
Hartig, & Staats, 2011; Shin, Shin, Yeoun & Kim, 2011; Taylor & Kuo, 2009),
forested/tree environments (Hartig, Book, Garvill, Olsson & Garling, 1996; Mayer,
McPherson Frantz, Bruehlman-Senecal & Dolliver, 2009; Perkins, Searight & Ratwik,
2011; Rich, 2008; van den Berg & van den Berg, 2011), the wilderness (Hartig et al.,
1991), terrace and garden environments (Ottosson & Grahn, 2005) and vegetation
environments (Kuo, 2001). Furthermore, ART studies have used various forms of
participation in nature such as: physically active engagement, normally walking (Berman
et al., 2008, Berman et al., 2012; Bodin & Hartig, 2003; Cimprich & 2003; Hartig et al.,
1991; Hartig et al., 1996; Johansson et al., 2011; Mayer et al., 2009; Perkins et al., 2011;
Shin et al., 2011; Stark 2003; Taylor & Kuo, 2009) and passive engagement such as
sitting (Kuo 2001; Otosson and Grahn, 2005; Rich 2008; Taylor, Kuo and Sullivan 2002;
Tennessen and Cimprich, 1995). Not only has participation varied but the exposure
medium has also varied. For example, studies have had participants view photos of nature
(Berman et al., 2008; Berto 2005; Chen, Lai & Wu, 2011; Hartig et al., 1996; Laumann,
Gärling & Stormark, 2003; Rich 2008; van den Berg, Koole & Van Der Wulp, 2003),
watch videos (Hartig et al., 1996; Laumann et al., 2003; van den Berg et al., 2003) and
experience artificial plants indoors (Rich, 2008). Berman et al. (2008) conducted two
experiments. The first compared a walk through a park (nature) with a walk downtown
(urban) and the second, compared the effects of viewing photos of nature with photos of
urban settings. Both experiments found the natural (actual nature or photos) environments
to be more restorative compared to the urban environments. Importantly for the present
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research is the fact that both authentically natural settings and depictions of natural
settings have been effective in restoring directed attention.
Not only have ART studies exposed participants to authentically natural and depictions of
natural environments, but exposure duration to these environments has also varied across
studies. Cimprich (1992; 1993) studied the effects of three months of exposure for
recovering cancer patients. On the other end of the spectrum, studies have used exposure
durations from ten minutes (Mayer et al., 2009; van den Berg et al., 2003) to forty
minutes (Hartig et al 1991; Berman et al., 2008). In between the extremes, Hartig et al.
(1991) studied the effects of a four to seven day exposure time. Barton and Pretty (2010)
studied different doses of acute exposure to green exercise required to improve mental
health. Although not directly studying ART, they found that a five-minute exposure to
green exercise had the largest impact on positive self-esteem and mood. In summary, the
study by Mayer et al. (2009) found that a ten-minute exposure time to a natural
environment improved attention and Berman et al.’s (2008) second experiment found
restorative effects from a ten-minute exposure time of viewing images of natural
environments. Short exposure durations were of particular interest for the present
research as they mimic between-class breaks often experienced by university students.
The variable of main concern when comparing different environmental conditions in
ART research is whether the environment requires an individual’s bottom-up or topdown processing and the associated effects on directed attention. The Berman et al.
(2008) study attempted to compare these types of information processing by comparing a
natural environment (bottom-up processing) to an urban environment (top-down
processing). Berman predicted that the natural environment would induce bottom-up
processing by naturally captivating the individual’s attention. In comparison, he predicted
the urban environment would induce top-down processing by forcing the participants to
process expected and unexpected stimuli necessary, for example, when avoiding a car or
collision with another pedestrian. Many studies have compared the restorative effects of
exposure to natural (bottom-up) and urban (top-down) environments (Bodin & Hartig,
2003; Cimprich & Ronis, 2003; Hartig et al., 1991; Hartig et al., 1996; Johansson et al,
2011; Mayer et al., 2009; Perkins et al., 2011; Shin et al., 2011; Stark 2003 & Taylor and
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Kuo 2009). However, there has yet to be a study that isolates and directly manipulates the
required style of information processing. The present study sought to parse out these
differences between bottom-up and top-down processing by directly manipulating the
attentional requirements across conditions.
Across ART studies (Berman et al., 2008; Berman et al., 2012; Berto, 2005; Bodin &
Hartig, 2003; Chen et al., 2011; Cimprich & Ronis, 2003; Hartig et al, 1991; Hartig et al.,
1996; Hartig, Evans, Jammer, Davis & Garling 2003; Johansson et al., 2011; Kuo, 2001;
Laumann et al, 2003; Mayer et al., 2009; Ottosson & Grahn 2005; Perkins et al, 2011;
Rich, 2008; Shin et al, 2011; Stark, 2003; Taylor et al., 2002; Taylor & Kuo 2009;
Tennessen & Cimprich, 1995; van den Berg et al., 2003; van den Berg and van den Berg,
2011; Wu, Chang, Hsu, Lin & Tsao, 2008), directed attention has been measured in
different ways. Directed attention is linked to higher order mental functions such as
working memory, when an experimental condition requires an individual to hold and
replay visual and auditory stimuli or to manipulate the stimuli according to rules stored in
short-term memory (Jonides, Lewis, Lustig, Berman & Moore, 2008). Based on this
knowledge, there are a number of tests that have been used to measure directed attention.
A summary of these measurements can be found in Appendix I. Jonides et al. (2008)
stressed the idea that the different measurements aimed at measuring directed attention
may be tapping into slightly different aspects of directed attention capacity. Furthermore,
a systematic review by Ohly, White, Wheeler, Bethel, Uloumunne, Nikolaou and Garsie
(2016) suggested that future studies should employ multiple measures. Thus, two
measures were selected to measure directed attention for the present study: 1) the DSB
test and 2) the NCT. The systematic review by Ohly et al. (2016) found that the DSB test
was one of the best measures of attention because of the obvious demands it places on
working memory. The DSB has been used in many studies of which many have
supported ART predictions (Berman et al., 2008; Berman et al., 2012; Bodin & Hartig,
2003; Cimprich & Ronis, 2003; Kuo, 2001; Ottosson & Grahn, 2005; Perkins et al.,
2011; Rich, 2008; Stark, 2003; Taylor & Kuo, 2009; Taylor et al., 2002; Tennessen &
Cimprich, 1995). Further, Berman et al. (2008) suggested that the DSB test may be the
best measurement tool to study the effects of natural exposure on directed attention. The
NCT was chosen because it has also been used in several ART studies (Cimprich &
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Ronis, 2003; Hartig et al., 2003; Ottosson and Grahn, 2005; Tennessen and Cimprich,
1995) that have shown some support for ART predictions. Also, the NCT is simple to
implement: time efficient and portable (Hurlbut, 2011). Using different measurements
may also shed light on the precise mechanisms by which nature may restore attentional
processes (Jonides et al., 2008).
The aim of the present study was to directly manipulate attentional demands and assess
whether a simulated Nature Condition with bottom-up processing would improve
directed attention performance compared to a basic treadmill walk - the Control
Condition, and a simulated nature condition with required top-down processing - the
Perturbation Condition. ART predicts that bottom-up processing is conducive to restoring
directed attention whereas top-down processing is not. Therefore, it is hypothesized that:
Walking in a simulated natural environment will be restorative to directed
attention performance compared to walking in a basic treadmill condition and
walking in a simulated natural environment requiring top-down processing.

Methods
Participants
A convenience sample of 22 participants, 13 female (59%) and 9 male (41%), with a
mean age of 23 years, from Western University volunteered for this study. Recruitment
posters (Appendix A) were posted throughout Western’s campus. Students contacted the
researcher through the provided email to learn more about the study, and if interested, to
set up times for the three testing sessions. There was no participant compensation. The
inclusion criteria required the participants to be a Western student who was able to walk
on a treadmill at a comfortable speed for ten minutes and who could communicate in
English. A letter of Information and Consent form (Appendix B) was presented and
signed by each participant at the beginning of the first session. The present study was
approved by the University Ethics Board (Appendix G).
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Research Design
A within-subject design was used. Each participant was tested under three different,
randomly ordered environment conditions: the Control Condition, the Nature Condition
and the Perturbation Condition. Each condition required the participant to walk for ten
minutes. In the Control Condition, the participant’s field of view included a large, 180degree blank white screen. In the Nature Condition, the participant’s field of view
included a large, 180-degree screen with the projection of an unfolding, simulated nature
walk through a forest. The Perturbation Condition was identical to the Nature Condition
except for two differences. First, birds flew towards the participant requiring responsive
arm actions. Participants wore biomarkers on the back of their hands, projected as two
orbs on the screen in front of them. The participant was required to utilize these orbs to
hit/swat the oncoming birds as the participant walked through the simulated nature walk.
Second, the simulated nature path was bumpy and hilly requiring the participant to make
expected and unexpected adjustments to their balance while walking. The addition of the
oncoming birds and the mechanical perturbations in the Perturbation Condition ensured
top-down processing.
Figure 1 illustrates the within-session schematic design. The figure outlines the timeline
in which the primary (directed attention) and secondary (mood) dependent variables were
measured, as well as the placement of the fatigue intervention and the environmental
condition exposure, within each session.
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Figure 1. Within-Session Schematic

Measures
The primary dependent variable, directed attention performance, was measured using two
tests: the DSB test and the NCT test. The DSB test was chosen to measure directed
attention in the present study because it is commonly used in the ART literature with
reliable outcomes (Ohly et al., 2016) and was proposed by Berman to be the best
measurement tool to study the effects of nature on directed attention (Berman et al.,
2008). The NCT test was chosen to supplement the DSB test because it has also been
used in several ART studies (Cimprich & Ronis, 2003; Hartig et al., 2003; Ottosson &
Grahn, 2005; Taylor et al., 2002; Tennessen & Cimprich, 1995) and is an easy and
efficient test to implement (Hurlbut, 2011).
The DSB test is a measure of directed attention performance, as it requires the participant
to hold and replay visual or auditory stimuli and to manipulate the stimuli further. The
DSB is a commonly used measurement tool because it is not affected by semantics,
frequency of appearance in daily life, complexity, etc. (Karatekin, 2004). Although there
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are different variations of the DSB test, the present study adopted the DSB test used in
the Berman et al. (2008) study. The participant was asked to listen to a string of three to
nine digits, with each digit presented verbally for one second. When prompted, the
participant was asked to orally repeat the numbers presented, backwards. The numberstring increased by one digit after every two sequences. There were a total of fourteen
sequences (two for each digit list), three digits being the shortest sequence list and nine
digits being the longest list. Each sequence list was randomly generated by a DSB
generator with the unlikelihood of any repeated sequences in the entire study
(OSDNDigitSpanTester). Each sequence was recorded as either correct or incorrect. A
low number of incorrect sequences demonstrated a high directed attention performance.
An example of the DSB test sheet can be found in Appendix C.
The Necker Cube (NCT) is an objective measure of attention as the ability to keep the
cube in a specific orientation requires directed attention (Cimprich, 1993). The frequency
at which the cube appears to switch its orientation is used to measure directed attention
performance (Hurlbut, 2011). The participant was asked to observe the cube with the goal
of holding the cube in a specific orientation for a total of sixty seconds (Hurlbut, 2011),
tapping the desk each time the participant’s orientation of the cube switched. The number
of times the desk was tapped was recorded. A lower score demonstrated higher directed
attention performance (Cimprich, 1990). An example of the NCT can be found in
Appendix D.
The Positive And Negative Affect Schedule (PANAS) test was used to measure a
secondary outcome. Affect scores were used to observe whether a change in mood could
account for any changes in directed attention performance. The PANAS (PANAS;
Watson, Clark & Tellegen, 1988) is a form that lists a collection of mood-related
adjectives. On a scale from 1-5 the participant was asked to indicate the extent to which
they currently felt in accordance with each mood-related adjective. The scale includes
both positive and negative adjectives. Although the participants filled out all twenty
mood-related adjectives, only the ten positive mood-related adjectives were scored and
analyzed, in accordance with the Berman et al. study (2008). A higher score represented a
more positive mood. The PANAS questionnaire can be found in Appendix E.
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The Stroop task (ST) was used as an attempt to fatigue each participant’s directed
attention. The Stroop task requires the use of directed attention and therefore should
fatigue directed attention after a prolonged time of participation. Many ART studies
include a fatiguing task in the study design to ensure directed attention fatigue prior to
each environment condition exposure. This helps to ensure uniformity and to detect
differences in directed attention restoration (Berman et al., 2008; Hartig et al., 1991). The
present study chose to use the Stroop task, as have other studies (Hartig et al., 1991;
Hartig et al., 2003), to fatigue the participant’s directed attention. A word was displayed
in an ink colour different from the colour actually named. Two variations for the Stroop
task were used successively, each variation lasting ten minutes. The first variation
required the participant to name the colour of the ink instead of the written word. The
second variation required the same task, except when the word was presented in red ink,
the participant was asked to name the word instead of the ink colour. The number of
correct responses and percentage of correct responses was automatically calculated by the
Stroop task App being used, but not recorded for further analysis. (De Young, 2014). An
example of the Stroop task can be found in Appendix F.

Procedure
Each participant was required to participate in all three conditions. The participants began
the study at the time they were recruited, which took place over a period of
approximately two months (February 1st 2017-March 31st 2017). For most of the
participants (n=18), the sessions were spread out by exactly one week, keeping the same
day of the week and same time of the day for each session. Some of the participants (n=4)
were not able to fit this into their schedule, thus, day of the week varied. A random
testing order was assigned to each participant. Table 1 displays the number of participants
who participated in each condition according to their session order.
Table 1. Condition Participation Order
Session #1
Session #2
Session #3

Control Condition
3
10
9

Nature Condition
8
9
5

Perturbation Condition
11
3
8
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Table 2 displays the protocol for each session. The first session was approximately ten
minutes longer, which accounted for an additional five minutes at the beginning of the
session for the participant to read over the Letter of Information and Consent (Appendix
B) and an additional five minutes for the participant to practice the DSB test. There were
six digit span sequences used for all participants as sequences to practice before
beginning the first session to ensure the participant fully understood the task prior to
beginning the study. The six sequences began with a three-digit sequence, increasing by
one digit each sequence. The order in which the DSB test and the NCT was completed
varied between participants, depending on the randomized order the participant was
assigned – the order remained the same for each participant throughout their three
sessions, only varying between participants. For the treadmill portion, the participant was
given the option to walk in walking shoes or socks and was asked to make the same
choice for all three sessions. For safety, the participant was strapped into a harness while
walking on the treadmill for all three conditions. For the first session, the participant was
asked to indicate a comfortable walking speed and this speed was recorded and used for
all sessions. A photo of the treadmill setup can be found in Appendix H. After the third
session, the participant was asked if they had any questions concerning the study and
thanked for their participation.
Table 2. Session Testing Order and Duration for Each Segment
Time

Description

Additive Time

2 minutes
2 minutes
5 minutes
1.5 minutes
10 minutes
10 minutes
5 minutes
1.5 minutes
5 minutes
10 minutes
5 minutes
1.5 minutes
2 minutes
5 minutes

Review overall protocol for the session
PANAS Questionnaire Pre-Session (1)
DSB Test Baseline (1)
NCT Baseline (1)
ST (Fatiguing Task) Variation 1
ST (Fatiguing Task) Variation 2
DSB Pre-Exposure (2)
NCT Pre-Exposure (2)
Adjust and situate participant on treadmill
Treadmill condition exposure
DSB Post-Exposure (3)
NCT Post-Exposure (3)
PANAS Questionnaire Post-Session (2)
Time for questions or concerns

2 minutes
4 minutes
9 minutes
10.5 minutes
20.5 minutes
30.5 minutes
35.5 minutes
37 minutes
42 minutes
52 minutes
57 minutes
58.5 minutes
60.5 minutes
65.5 minutes
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Data Analysis
The primary dependent variable was the directed attention performance, measured with
two different tests: the DSB test and the NCT. Both dependent variables were measured
three times during each session: 1) Baseline: at the beginning of each session, 2) Preexposure: after the fatigue-intended Stroop task/before the exposure to the environment
condition and 3) Post-exposure: after the exposure to the environment condition (See
Table 1 for testing order per session). The secondary dependent variable was positive
mood, measured by the PANAS Questionnaire at the beginning and end of each session.
SPSS was used to compute descriptive statistics. The DSB test, NCT and PANAS scores
were analysed separately. A 3 x 3 repeated measures analysis of variance (ANOVA) with
two within-subjects factors: environment condition (Control, Nature, Perturbation) and
time of test (Baseline, Pre-exposure, Post-exposure) was completed for the DSB and
NCT scores. Follow-up One-Way ANOVAs and t-tests were completed when necessary.
A 2 x 3 repeated measures analysis of variance (ANOVA) with two within-subjects
factors: environment condition (Control, Nature, Perturbation) and time of test (Presession, Post-session) was completed for the PANAS scores. A significance level of
p<0.05 was used for all tests.

Results
Descriptive Statistics
Table 3 displays the means and standard deviations for each test across all three
environment conditions. The DSB mean scores ranged from 5.41 to 7.64. The NCT mean
scores ranged from 5.55 to 6.41. However, the standard deviations for the NCT are much
larger compared to the DSB standard deviations: DSB (SDmean=2.64); NCT
(SDmean=5.46). The PANAS mean scores ranged from 26.55 to 31.55.
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Table 3. Descriptive Statistics: DSB, NCT, PANAS
Control Condition
Measure

DSB
NCT
PANAS
1
2

Nature Condition

Perturbation Condition

Baseline

PreExposure

PostExposure

Baseline

PreExposure

PostExposure

Baseline

PreExposure

PostExposure

6.731
(2.66)2
5.95
(4.89)
28.55
(7.99)

6.27
(2.62)
6.09
(5.71)

6.45
(2.60)
6.41
(5.68)
26.55
(7.91)

7.27
(2.81)
5.69
(5.03)
29.86
(6.24)

6.86
(2.80)
6.14
(5.14)

5.41
(2.22)
5.55
(5.78)
29.27
(6.83)

7.64
(2.63)
6.18
(6.03)
31.55
(6.74)

6.86
(2.88)
6.27
(5.11)

6.50
(2.58)
6.00
(5.73)
31.41
(8.06)

Mean
Standard Deviation

Figure 2 demonstrates the mean condition outcomes for the DSB test score. The 3 x 3
ANOVA for the DSB scores produced a non significant environment condition main
effect, F (2,42) = 1.51, p = 0.07 and a significant time of test main effect, F (2,42)
=14.45, p = 0.00. Importantly, the analysis produced a significant condition x time of test
interaction, F (4,84) = 3.46, p = 0.01. To control for experiment-wide Type I error rates,
only the simple One-Way ANOVAs for the three exposure environment conditions at
Baseline, Pre-exposure and Post-exposure were run. Only the ANOVA for the Postexposure test time was significant, F (2,42) = 5.94, p = 0.01. The t-test analysis found the
Nature Condition to be significantly better than the Control Condition, t (21) = 2.75, p =
0.01 and the Perturbation Condition, t (21) = 3.20, p = 0.00.
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Backwards Digit Span Test: Incorrect Responses
8.5

Number of Incorrect Responses

8
7.5
7

Control
Nature

6.5

Perturbation
6
5.5
5
4.5
Baseline

Pre-Exposure
Time

Post-Exposure

Figure 2. Performance on the Backwards Digit Span Test
Figure 3 demonstrates the mean condition outcomes for the NCT tests. The 3 x 3
ANOVA for the NCT scores produced a non significant environment condition main
effect, F (2,42) = 0.40, p = 0.67, a non significant time of test main effect, F (2,42) =
0.24, p = 0.79. The analysis produced a non significant condition x time of test
interaction, F (4,84) = 0.64, p = 0.64. The trends for the Post-exposure scores are similar
in both tests, however, the NCT findings were not significant with high standard
deviations, therefore, none of the differences were reliable.
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Necker Cube Test: Orientation Changes
8

Number of Orientation Changes

7.5
7
6.5
Control
6
Nature
5.5
Perturbation
5
4.5
4
Baseline

Pre-Exposure

Post-Exposure

Time

Figure 3. Performance on the Necker Cube Test

Secondary Outcome Findings
Figure 4 demonstrates the mean condition outcomes for the PANAS test including the
Pre-session scores and the Post-session scores. The 3 x 2 ANOVA for the PANAS scores
produced a significant environment condition main effect, F (2,21) = 7.88, p = 0.01, a
non significant time of test main effect, F (1,21) = 2.16, p = 0.16. Importantly, the
analysis produced a non significant condition x time of test interaction, F (2,42) = 1.60, p
= 0.22.
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Positive Mood Score

PANAS: Positive Mood Score
33.5
33
32.5
32
31.5
31
30.5
30
29.5
29
28.5
28
27.5
27
26.5
26
25.5
25
24.5

Control
Nature
Perturbation

Pre-Session

Post-Session
Time

Figure 4. PANAS Positive Mood Scores

Discussion
ART predicts that an environment dominated by top-down processing will not be
conducive to directed attention restoration, whereas an environment with bottom-up
processing, as is experienced in nature, will be. In the present study ART predicts that the
Nature Condition would be a restorative environment compared to the Control Condition.
ART also suggests that the top-down processing required in the Perturbation Condition
would nullify the restorative effects of nature. The results of the analyses for the DSB test
supported these predictions. These findings coincide with the Berman et al. (2008) study
that found a fifty-minute walk through a natural environment significantly improved DSB
performance but not when the participants walked through an urban environment.
Importantly, the present study provides a more direct test of ART. Although Berman et
al. (2008) compared an urban environment with probable top-down processing versus a
natural environment with probable bottom-up processing, Berman et al.’s (2008) study
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did not directly manipulate the attentional top-down processing variable. The present
study demonstrated that when top-down processing is placed in a natural environment,
the top-down processing nullified the restorative nature effect, as ART would predict.
Similar to the findings by Berman et al. (2008) it is important to note that because the
PANAS positive mood score outcomes were not significant, this demonstrated that the
DSB results could not be explained by changes in positive mood.
The improved DSB scores after the exposure to the Nature Condition is no surprise as
ART research has produced many similar findings. A component the present study adds
to the ART literature is the simulated natural environment used for the intervention.
While there have been several studies that examined the restorative effects of nature by
viewing photos, videos or observing the outdoors through a window (Berman et al., 2008;
Berto 2005; Chen et al., 2011; Hartig et al., 1996; Laumann et al., 2003; Tenessen &
Cimprich, 1995), there are no ART studies that have explored the restorative effects of
physical activity engagement in a simulated natural environment. The present study
incorporated a simulation of a walk through nature that was shown to restore directed
attention. Furthermore, the improved directed attention following the Nature Condition
exposure demonstrated that only a short, ten-minute exposure period is needed to have a
restorative effect on directed attention.
It is important to consider why a simulated natural environment is restorative and how the
effects of a simulated natural environment might compare to an authentic natural
environment. As stated earlier, ART predicts that an environment with bottom-up
processing will be conducive to directed attention restoration, a component central to the
present study. Kaplan (1995) proposed that nature is generally restorative because natural
environments possess four components that create a restorative effect: 1) Being Away: an
environment that allows one to feel “away” from their typical environment; 2) Extent: an
environment that possesses richness, creating “another world” for one to become “lost”
in; 3) Fascination: the attention component, an environment that captures the individual’s
attention with innate interest; and 4) Compatibility: an environment that fulfills one’s
purpose. It seems reasonable to suggest that these components can be met through a
simulation of a natural environment. Nevertheless, are simulated natural environments as
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restorative as authentic natural environments? It could be predicted that a simulated
natural environment might require more directed attention to focus on the simulation and
exclude distracting sceneries compared to an authentic natural environment (Kjellgren &
Buhrkall, 2010). Several studies have shown that an unauthentic depiction of nature can
have restorative effects (Berman et al., 2008; Berto 2005; Chen et al., 2011; Hartig et al.,
1996; Laumann et al., 2003). Although a simulated natural environment may be less
restorative when compared to an authentic natural environment, ignoring the restorative
effects that simulated natural environments could provide for directed attention would be
ill-advised. Natural environments are not always accessible to all individuals at all times,
therefore it is important to consider other ways in which individuals can experience the
restorative effects of nature, such as is possible through simulations.
The use of the term “restorative” found in ART literature is noteworthy and warrants
discussion. Most ART studies are focused on measuring the restorative effects of various
environments, therefore, it is important that directed attention is first fatigued before
restoration can be measured. Thus, many studies have implemented a fatiguing task into
the study design (Berman et al., 2008; Berto, 2005; Hartig et al, 1996; Hartig et al., 2003;
Laumann et al., 2003; Rich, 2008; Taylor & Kuo, 2009; van den Berg et al., 2003).
However, there have only been a handful of ART studies that: 1) included a baseline
measurement; and 2) measured the actual fatiguing effect (Ohly et al., 2016). In addition,
in most of the studies that did include a fatiguing task, the specific procedures were not
disclosed. The fatigue intervention is a common weakness amongst ART studies and
consequently the present study incorporated a baseline measurement, fatigue-intended
task (Stroop task), and an instrument to measure the effects of the fatigue-intended task
(DSB) to avoid this design weakness. It was assumed that directed attention performance
would decline after the fatiguing task. The present study conducted several pilot tests to
examine the fatiguing effects of the Stroop task on DSB scores. However, most of the
participant’s DSB scores in the pilot testing improved after the fatigue-intended Stroop
task, across several different experimental times (ten to twenty minutes). Although a
fatiguing effect was not found, the Stroop task remained in the design as it had been used
as a fatiguing task in prior ART studies (Hartig et al., 1991; Hartig et al., 2003) and
remained at twenty minutes because the twenty minutes was found to be all that was
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tolerable by the participants. It is important to note that although the DSB scores showed
a slight improvement following the Stroop task, the NCT scores showed a non significant
trend for a slight decline in directed attention performance. While a fatigue effect was not
found, having a baseline test and a fatigue-intended task is still seen as a strength in the
present study. The limitation for the present study was in being able to induce directed
attention fatigue and/or perhaps to accurately measure it. Anecdotal comments by
participants seemed to indicate they were fatigued, as many commented that they felt
“tired” after completing the Stroop task.
It is important to note the significant findings for the DSB test compared to the non
significant findings for the NCT test. Although the NCT findings were not significant, the
changes in directed attention performance were similar for the two dependent variables
(Figure 2 and 3). In the present study, the NCT test produced much higher standard
deviations compared to the DSB test. The NCT relied on the participant to count the
number of orientation changes, compared to the DSB where the researcher recorded the
outcomes. A few participants voluntarily provided statements about the NCT concerning
how they went about approaching the test. This included very different conceptual
approaches to the test including one participant who viewed the cube as a house. The
performance outcomes for the DSB test were much more consistent, with the
performance scores ranging from 1-12, whereas the NCT performance scores ranged
from 0-24. This suggests that the NCT is a less reliable measure of directed attention
compared to the DSB and that another test such as the Attention Network Task (ANT),
also used in the Berman et al. (2008) study, may be a better test to pair with the DSB test
(Ohly et al., 2016).

Limitations
A limitation of the present study lies in the randomization of condition order. Although
random assignment is usually a strong design choice, having a small number of
participants (n=22) in the present study resulted in an imbalance in the order conditions
experienced across participants (see Table 1). Berman et al.’s (2008) study included a
counterbalance approach which may have been a more effective design choice for the
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present study and should be taken into consideration for future studies, particularly with
smaller sample sizes.
A second limitation that has already been touched on in the Discussion was the inability
to either produce or to measure directed attention fatigue. As stated in Ohly et al.’s
(2016) systematic review, it is a weakness to be unable to measure a fatigue effect. Four
suggestions are provided in an attempt to understand the failure to either produce or
measure directed attention fatigue in the present study. First, the tests used to measure
directed attention fatigue were not sensitive enough. In the present study, the DSB and
NCT tests were used to measure the directed attention fatigue. The DSB test was
sensitive enough to detect directed attention restoration in the Nature Condition,
therefore, it seems less plausible that the DSB test would be incapable of detecting
directed attention fatigue. Second, the fatiguing task was not powerful enough. In the
present study, the Stroop task required the use of directed attention and therefore, when
required to do the Stroop task for a prolonged period of time, directed attention should
have been fatigued. The Stroop task was used by Hartig et al. (1991; 2003) to produce
directed attention fatigue, therefore, it is less plausible that the choice of the Stroop task
is the reason for a lack of directed attention fatigue. Third, the fatiguing task duration was
too short. In the present study, the participants were asked to complete the Stroop task for
a total of twenty minutes. Previous studies have implemented longer fatiguing tasks. For
example, Berman et al. (2008) used a thirty-five-minute fatiguing task and Hartig et al.
(2003) required participants to perform the Stroop task for twenty-eight minutes,
followed by a binary task for twenty minutes. However, other studies have implemented
shorter fatiguing tasks, such as the study by Berto (2005), which implemented the
sustained attention to response test (SART) for just under five minutes. Fourth, in the
present study the participants upon arrival were already fatigued. This may be the most
likely reason a fatigue effect was not detected. As stated earlier, university students are
constantly using directed attention throughout a typical school day, therefore, it is likely
that the participants arrived to the lab on campus either fatigued from their typical school
day or at the very least, from travelling to the lab. Perhaps a strategy that could have been
implemented in the present study would have been to require the participants to continue
the Stroop task until there was a decline in directed attention performance, as seen in the
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DSB scores. An alternative strategy would be a hybrid of the prior suggestion combined
with Hartig et al.’s (2003) strategy. Hartig et al. (2003) used the Stroop task as the fatigue
task but also used the task to measure directed attention fatigue. Once fatigue is detected
in the Stroop task scores, the fatigue task would end. Another suggestion would be to use
naturalistic fatigue induction protocols, such as sampling participants after an exam or
lecture (Hartig & Staats, 2006; Karmanov & Hamel, 2008).

Implications for Future Research
A consideration not included in the present study was to understand how each participant
related to nature using the Perceived Restoration Scale. As Kaplan suggested, four
components must be met in order for the environment to be restorative (Kaplan, 1995).
This is an individualized assessment, as each person will have different perceptions about
nature. Therefore, it may have been interesting to gain a perspective of what a natural
environment meant to the participant and how that related to their directed attention
performance results. However, this scale is difficult to use as it is suggested that the
individual may respond in various ways depending on past experiences, their
interpretation of the wording and the stimulus attributes (Pasini, Berto, Brondino, Hall &
Ortner, 2014). Furthermore, Kaplan and Kaplan (1989) suggested that human beings are
biologically organised to respond to natural environments in a direct way, that is, by
experiencing strong levels of “restorativeness”. Kaplan’s theory is based on the premise
that the four components will generally be present in natural settings and be effective for
the majority of individuals. Therefore, ART research has seldom taken an individual
difference approach, however, this approach may ultimately be useful, particularly for
application strategies.
A question to consider moving forward is how the restorative effects would compare
between walking in an authentic natural environment compared to a walk engaged in a
simulated nature walk. The study by Mayer et al. (2009) noted that walking in a natural
environment produced larger improvements in directed attention compared to simply
watching a nature video. There has yet to be a study that more directly compares an
authentic natural environment to a simulated natural environment. Such a study
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intervention could use a within-subject design comparing two conditions: one condition
requiring the participant to walk an authentic nature trail compared to the other condition
requiring the participant to walk a simulated nature trail, similar to the trail walked in the
authentic nature condition.
The present study pushed the minimal time boundaries needed for the Nature Condition
to have a restorative effect on directed attention. It would be interesting for future
research to focus on different exposure times to natural environments and measure the
effectiveness or magnitude of their associated effects.
Lastly, as Ohly et al.’s (2016) systematic review stated, it would be useful to find an
effective measurement tool and to use this tool across all ART studies. This means that
there must be a better understanding of the mechanisms for attention restoration and the
best way to measure them. This would then allow for a “gold-standard” measurement tool
to be used across all ART research, making results more easily comparable and
transferable. Furthermore, it would be beneficial to have a “gold-standard” fatiguing task
used across all ART studies, as this seems to be a significant weakness in many ART
studies.

Practical Contributions
Many public health and environmental sectors have already invested resources towards
initiatives which use natural environments as a means to improve public health (Bowler,
Buyung-Ali, Knight & Pullin, 2010). It is time that universities, places for individuals to
flourish and grow, provide the best environment suitable for learning. ART has been
supported in many studies, suggesting that natural environments provide restorative
effects for directed attention.
The present study demonstrated that only ten minutes is needed in a simulated natural
environment to produce restorative effects. These findings are especially significant for
university students as their break between class is typically ten minutes. Implementing
natural, restorative environments throughout campus would enable students to restore
directed attention between classes by simply walking from class to class. Further,
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simulated natural environments could be implemented throughout campus when nature is
less accessible. In addition, professors could include short “nature” breaks
(videos/photos) for students in the classroom to quickly restore directed attention. This
would impact the design of lectures and furthermore, the design of university campuses,
to allow for more restorative environments and practices, and therefore a better learning
environment.
Although this study focuses on a university student population, this study’s findings
would most likely be generalizable to other groups. For example, it would be interesting
to build on these findings and investigate whether they are applicable to the workforce
population. A large percentage of the population spends their day inside an office,
working long hours. If this study’s findings are generalizable to other settings and ages,
this would suggest significant changes to work environments, where optimal directed
attention is necessary.

Conclusion
In the life of a university student, there is a high demand for constant use of directed
attention throughout the day. By gaining a deeper understanding of the mechanisms in
which nature affects cognition, these mechanisms can be implemented to create
restorative environments to aid in a better overall learning experience for students. The
findings of this study support ART predictions and are significant for theory and should
also have many practical implications.
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Letter of Information and Consent
Study Title: Exploring the restorative mechanism through which
physical activity in nature can restore mental concentration of
college students
Principle Study Investigator:
Alan Salmoni, Ph.D. School of Kinesiology, The University of Western Ontario
Email:
Co-Investigators:
Corey Crossan, M.A. student. School of Kinesiology, The University of Western Ontario
Email:
Purpose of the Study:
The purpose of the study is to determine the effects experiences with nature through physical activity may
have. In particular, this study will examine the benefits of being physically active in nature using a naturesimulating treadmill.
Participation Eligibility Criteria:
•
You are 18 years of age or older
•
You are a student attending Western University
•
You are in good mental and physical health
•
You are able to communicate, read and write in English
Procedures involved in this Research:
There will be three different sessions on three different days: one including physical activity on a regular
treadmill, the other two including physical activity on a treadmill that simulates being active in nature. Each
session will last approximately 45 minutes each. Each session will take place in Thames Hall on Western
campus.
There will also be a series of cognitive tests associated with each session to assess concentration levels before
and after walking on the treadmill. The cognitive tests consist of:
1)
The Necker Cube Pattern Control Test: requires the participant to observe the perspective changes in
a cube.
2)
The Backwards Digit-Span Test: the test consists of a series of number in which the participant will
be asked to repeat the numbers in the reversed order after being presented.
3)
The Stroop Test: a word will be displayed in a colour different from the colour it actually names – the
participant will be asked to name the colour of the ink instead of the written word.
There will be 10 minutes of light physical activity in each session. The 10 minutes of light physical activity
will consist of a comfortable to brisk walking pace decided upon by the participant.
Number of People to Participate in Study:
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There will be approximately 20-30 participants recruited to participate in this study.
Potential Harms, Risks or Discomforts:
There are no foreseeable harms or risks associated with participation in the study. During the study mental
fatigue will be induced but will only last for a few minutes. Physical activity will take place for 10 minutes
each session, however, it will be fairly light and therefore no unusual discomfort is foreseen.
Potential Benefits:
The participant may or may not receive direct benefit from participation as these cannot be guaranteed.
Confidentiality:
Your information collected in this study will be maintained with safeguards to protect your privacy and
confidentiality. Your name will be provided with a numerical code, which will be associated with your name in
order to protect your privacy and confidentiality. The data, without your name, will be stored on a laptop,
which is password protected. Your signed letter of information and consent form will be stored in a locked
drawer in the Principle Investigator’s Office. Western University Health Sciences Research Ethics Board may
require access to study records for quality assurance purposes. Any information provided/collected will be
retained for a minimum of 5 years after which it will be destroyed. If this study is published, you will not be
identified.
Voluntary Participation and Withdrawal:
You do not waive any legal rights by signing this consent form. Your participation in this study is voluntary.
You may decide not to be in this study, or to be in the study now and then change your mind later. You may
leave the study at any time without affecting your academic standing. We will give you new information that is
learned during the study that might affect your decision to stay in the study. If you do decide to withdraw, any
data you have provided will be destroyed unless you indicate otherwise.
Information about the Study Results:
I expect to have this study completed by approximately the summer of 2017. If you would like a brief
summary of the results, please let me know and I will send you the summary.
Questions about the Study:
If you have any questions or need more information about the study, please contact me at:
Corey Crossan:

If you have any concerns about your rights as a participant in the way the study is conducted, please contact:
Western University Office of Research Ethics

CONSENT
•
I have read the information presented in this letter about a study being conducted by Dr. Salmoni and
Corey Crossan of Western University.
•
I have had the opportunity to ask questions about my involvement in this study and to receive
additional details requested.
•
I understand that if I agree to participate in the study, I may withdraw from the study at any time with
no consequences.
•
I have been given a copy of this from.
•
I agree to participate in this study.
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Signature: ____________________________________ Date: __________________
Name of Participant (Printed): ___________________________________________
1.
Yes, I would like to receive a summary of the study’s results.
Please send them to me at this email address: __________________________
Signature of person obtaining informed consent: ____________________________
Name of person obtaining informed consent (Printed): _______________________
Date: __________________________
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Appendix C: Backwards Digit Span
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Appendix D: Necker Cube

Example of the Different Orientations:
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Appendix E: PANAS Questionnaire

Worksheet 3.1 The Positive and Negative Affect Schedule (PANAS; Watson et al., 1988)
PANAS Questionnaire
This scale consists of a number of words that describe different feelings and emotions.
Read each item and then list the number from the scale below next to each word. Indicate
to what extent you feel this way right now, that is, at the present moment OR indicate the
extent you have felt this way over the past week (circle the instructions you followed
when taking this measure)
Very Slightly or Not at All (1) A Little (2) Moderately (3) Quite a Bit (4) Extremely (5)
__________ 1. Interested
__________ 11. Irritable
__________ 2. Distressed
__________ 12. Alert
__________ 3. Excited
__________ 13. Ashamed
__________ 4. Upset
__________ 14. Inspired
__________ 5. Strong
__________ 15. Nervous
__________ 6. Guilty
__________ 16. Determined
__________ 7. Scared
__________ 17. Attentive
__________ 8. Hostile
__________ 18. Jittery
__________ 9. Enthusiastic
__________ 19. Active
__________ 10. Proud
__________ 20. Afraid
Scoring Instructions:
Positive Affect Score: Add the scores on items 1, 3, 5, 9, 10, 12, 14, 16, 17, and 19.
Scores can range from 10 – 50, with higher scores representing higher levels of positive
affect. Mean Scores: Momentary 29.7 ( SD 7.9); Weekly 33.3 ( SD 7.2)
Negative Affect Score: Add the scores on items 2, 4, 6, 7, 8, 11, 13, 15, 18, and 20.
Scores can range from 10 – 50, with lower scores representing lower levels of negative
affect. Mean Score: Momentary 14.8 ( SD 5.4); Weekly 17.4 ( SD 6.2)
Copyright 1988 by the American Psychological Association. Reproduced with
permission.
Watson, D., Clark, L. A., & Tellegan, A. (1988). Development and validation of brief
measures of positive and negative affect: The PANAS scales. Journal of Personality and
Social Psychology, 54(6), 1063–1070.
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Appendix F: Stroop Task

Variation 1:
Red

 Yellow

Blue

 Red*

Green

 Red*

Red

 Blue

Yellow

 Green

Blue

 Blue

Blue

 Red*

Green

 Green

Yellow

 Yellow

Red

 Red*

Variation 2:
Red

 Yellow

Blue

 Blue*

Green

 Green*

Red

 Blue

Yellow

 Green

Blue

 Blue

Blue

 Blue*

Green

 Green

Yellow

 Yellow

Red

 Red*

*Demonstrates the different answers because of the different variation
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Appendix G: Approval by Ethics Board
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Appendix H: Treadmill Setup
This participant is completing the Perturbation Condition. The one orb is slightly
noticeable on the screen in addition to the bird flying towards the participant.
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Appendix I: ART Measurements
Test

Description

Studies

DSB

Repeat a series of numbers in
reverse order

Cimprich and Ronis 2003, Perkins, Searight and
Ratwik 2011, Stark 2003, Rich 2008, Berman 2008,
Berman 2012, Bodin 2003, Taylor 2009, Ottosson
and Grahn 2005, Kuo 2001, Taylor 2002, Tennessen
1995

12

DSF

Repeat a series of numbers

Cimprich and Ronis 2003, Perkins, Searight and
Ratwik 2011, Stark 2003, Ottosson 2005, Tennessen
1995

5

Proofreading

Find simple grammatical errors

Hartig et al 1991

1

SMT

Memorizes 5 target letters and
searches for the target letters

Mayer 2009, Hartig et al. 1996; 2003

3

SART

React to a presentation of digits
from 1-9 on a screen (one digit
is the target)

Berto 2005

1

Asked to memorize 9 pairs of
symbols and digits
Asked to fill out blanks from 9
symbols and digits asked to
memorize
Connect 25 numeric targets in
the correct ascending order

Bodin and Hartig 2003, Tennessen and Cimprich
2995, Ottosson and Grahn 2005

3

Johansson, Hartig and Staats 2011

1

Cimprich and Ronis 2003, Stark 2003

2

TMTB

Connect 25 letter targets in the
correct ascending order

Cimprich and Ronis 2003, Shin et al 2011, Stark
2003

3

NCT

The perception of a cube is
asked to be held in the same
perception as long as possible

Cimprich and Ronis 2003, Hartig et al 2003,
Ottosson and Grahn 2005, Tennessen and Cimprich
1995

4

SDMT
SST
TMTA

# Studies

(Ohly et al., 2016)
The most frequent measurement tool used to test DA performance in ART literature is the backwards digit span (DSB)
test, used in 12 studies (Cimprich & Ronis ,2003; Perkins, Searight & Ratwik, 2011; Stark 2003, Rich 2008, Berman et
al., 2008; Berman et al., 2012; Bodin, 2003; Taylor, 2009; Ottosson & Grahn, 2005; Kuo, 2001; Taylor, 2009;
Tennessen, 1995). A slight variation is the forward digit span (DSF) test with a total of 5 studies used in ART literature
(Cimprich & Ronis, 2003; Perkins, Searight & Ratwik, 2011; Stark, 2003; Ottosson, 2005; Tennessen, 1995). The
proofreading task was used in one study (Hartig et al., 1991), the search and memory task (SMT) was used in three
studies (Mayer et al., 2009; Hartig et al., 1996; Hartig et al., 2003), the sustained attention to response test (SART) was
used in one study (Berto, 2005), the symbol digit modalities test (SDMT) was used in three studies (Bodin & Hartig,
2003; Tennessen & Cimprich, 1995; Ottosson & Grahn, 2005), the symbol substitution test (SST) was used in one
sutdy (Johansson, Hartig & Staats, 2011), the trail making test A (TMTA) was used in two studies (Cimprich & Ronis
2003; Stark, 2003), the trail making test B (TMTB) was used in three studies (Cimprich & Ronis, 2003; Shin et al.,
2011; Stark, 2003) and lastly, the necker cube test (NCT) was used in four studies (Cimprich & Ronis 2003; Hartig et
al., 2003; Ottosson & Grahn 2005; Tennessen & Cimprich, 1995).
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Appendix J: Characteristics of included ART Studies
Sample Characteristics:
Gender,
Mean Age, Population,
Ethnicity
100% Female
Breast Cancer Patients
86% White

Author,
Year

Study
Design

n

Cimprich,
2003

RCT

185

Hartig,
2003

RCT

112

50% Male
20.8 years
Students

Hartig,
1991 (2)

RCT

102

50% Male
20 years
Students

Mayer,
2009

RCT

76

29% Male
Students

Mayer,
2009

RCT

92

30% Male
Students

Perkins,
2011

RCT

26

27% Male
19-24 years
Students

Stark,
2003

Cluster
RCT

57

100% Female
29.1 years
Pregnant Women in Third
Trimester
94.7% White

Berto,
2005 (1)

RCT

32

Berto,
2005 (3)

RCT

32

Chen,
2011

RCT

48

Hartig,
1996

RCT

102

Intervention Characteristics:
Activity, Setting, Duration of
Exposure

Attention
Measures

Home-based
Control group logged relaxation
120 min/week
Pre to Post Surgery approx. 36 days

DSB, DSF
NCT
TMTA, TMTB

Sitting, natural view; then walking,
natural (nature reserve)
Sitting, no view; then walking,
urban
(city streets)
1 hour (10min passive; 50min
active)
Walking, natural (regional park)
Walking, urban (city centre)
Reading magazines (comfortable
lab)
40min
Walking, natural (woods/creek)
Walking, urban (downtown)
10min
Walking, natural (woods)
Watching video, natural (woods)
Watching video, urban (busy
streets)
10min
Walking, natural (woods)
Walking, urban
(residential/business)
Walking, urban (parking lot)
20min
Outdoor "restorative" activities"
Discomfort of Pregnancy Session
120min/week (outdoor activities)
Baseline-Followup 13-64 days

NCT
SMT

50% Male
23 years
Students
50% Male
22 years
Students
42% Male
Students

Viewing images, natural
Viewing images, urban
25 images x 15sec each
Viewing images, natural
Viewing images, urban
25 images x duration of their choice
Viewing images, natural
Viewing images, city
Viewing images, urban nightscape
Viewing images, sports
10 images x 15sec each

SART

38% Male
21.4 years
Students

Watching simulated walk,natural
(trees)
Watching simulated walk, urban
(city)
No simulated walk (control)
80 slides x 10sec each (13.5min)

SMT

Proofreading Task

MLST
SMT
MLST
SMT

DSB, DSF
Logical Memory

Category Matching
DSF, DSB
Error Scale
TMTA, TMTB

SART

Colored Number
Pictures
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Sample Characteristics:
Gender,
Mean Age, Population,
Ethnicity
50% Male
27.4 years
Students

Author,
Year

Study
Design

n

Hartig,
1996 (2)

RCT

18

Laumann,
2003

RCT

28

100% Female
18-24 years
Students

Rich,
2008

RCT

145

17% Male
Students

Rich,
2008 (2)

RCT

36

42% Male
18-21 years
Students

van den
Berg,
2003

RCT

114

32% Male
21.9 years
Students

Berman,
2008

Random
ized
Crossov
er Trial
Random
ized
Crossov
er Trial
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Intervention Characteristics:
Activity, Setting, Duration of
Exposure

Attention
Measures

Watching simulated walk,natural
(trees)
Watching simulated walk, urban
(city)
80 slides manually (12min)
Watching video, natural (island
water)
Watching video, urban (city streets)
80 scenes x 15sec each
Looking at view, natural (forest)
Looking at view, urban (buildings)
No view
1min
Reading magazines, room with
plants
Reading magazines, room with
other
10min
Watching simulated walk, natural
(forest with or without water)
Watching simulated walk, urban
(city with or without water)
7min

SMT

39% Male
22.6 years
Students

Walking, natural (park)
Walking, urban (downtown)
50-55min Two walks, 1 week apart

DSB

12

33% Male
24.3 years
Students

ANT
DSB

Random
ized
Crossov
er Trial
Random
ized
Crossov
er Trial

20

40% Male
26 years
Adults Diagnosed with MDD

Viewing images, natural (Nova
Scotia)
Viewing images, urban (downtown)
50 images in 10min
Two sessions, 1 week apart
Walking, natural (park)
Walking, urban (downtown)
50-55min Two walks, 1 week apart

12

50% Male
39.7 years (males) 37.0 years
(females)
Runners

Running, natural (park)
Running, urban (city streets)
60min Two runs, 1 week apart

Combined DSB &
DSF
SDMT

Johansson,
2011

Random
ized
Crossov
er Trial

20

50% Male
24.2 years (males) 22.4 years
(females)
Students

SST

Shin,
2011

Random
ized
Crossov
er Trial
Random
ized
Crossov
er Trial

60

58% Male
23.3 years
Students

Walking, natural (park)
Walking, urban (streets)
40min Four walks, 1 week apart
Both conditions with friend and
alone
Walking, natural (park)
Walking, urban (city streets)
50-55min Two walks, 1 week apart

25

88% Male
9.2 years
Children Diagnosed with
ADHD

Walking, natural (urban park)
Walking, urban (downtown)
Walking, urban (neighbourhood)
20min Three walks, 1 week apart

DSB
Stroop Task
SDMT
Vigilance Task

Berman,
2008 (2)

Berman,
2012

Bodin,
2003

Taylor,
2009

Posner's Attention
Orientating Task

Vigilence Task
Sroop Task

DSB

D2 Mental
Concentration Test

DSB

TMTB
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Sample Characteristics:
Gender,
Mean Age, Population,
Ethnicity
62% Male
35.9 years (G1) 29.2 years
(G2)
31.6 years (G3)
Experienced Backpackers
72% Male
Schizophrenia Patients

Author,
Year

Study
Design

Hartig,
1991

NonRan
domized
Crossov
er Trial

68

Wu,
2008

NonRan
domized
Crossov
er Trial
NonRan
domized
Crossov
er Trial

23

17

87% Female
86 years
Elderly Residents of the Care
Home

van den
Berg,
2011

NonRan
domized
Crossov
er Trial

12

83% Boys
12.8 years
Children Diagnosed with
ADHD

Kuo,
2001

Natural
Experim
ent

145

100% Female
34 years
Heads of Households

Taylor,
2002

Natural
Experim
ent

169

Tennessen,
1995

Natural
Experim
ent

72

Ottosson,
2005

(Ohly et al., 2016)

n

Intervention Characteristics:
Activity, Setting, Duration of
Exposure

Attention
Measures

Wilderness backpacking vacation
Nonwilderness vacation
No vacation
4-7 days (vacation groups)

Proofreading Task

Horticulture activities
(indoor&outdoor)
Regular hospital activities (indoor)
90min/week x 15 classes
Leisure time outside
(terrace&garden)
Leisure time inside (room)
1h Two sessions, 14 days apart

Chu's Attention
Test

Building a cabin, natural
(woodland)
Walking, urban (quiet
neighbourhood)
1h Two activities, 1 day apart
Living near high levels of
vegetation
Living near low levels of vegetation

Test of Everday
Attention for
Children

54% Boys
9.6 years
Children

High level of near-home nature
Low level of near-home nature
At least one year living in current
location

DSB
Matching Familiar
Figures
NCT
SDMT
Stroop Test

42% Male
20 years
Students

All natural view from dormitory
Mostly natural view from dormitory
Mostly built view from dormitory
All built view from dormitory

DSB, DSF
NCT
SDMT

DSB, DSF
NCT
SDMT

DSB
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